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BENDING  OF  ROBS.
[ART. 43
41.   In the same way we find that the tension of the fibres which cross the
area <Zy<te is                 Edydz^p-q(l+p) \~+\^J\^   ........................ (7)-
Remembering that 0 is the centre of gravity of the section, we rind by an obvious integration that the resultant tension T and the resultant couple L are given by
(8).
These reduce to the forms given in Art. B8 when the product pq is neglected.
42. If we examine the expressions for the work, tension and couple given by equations (6) and (8) of Arts. 40, 41 we see that they contain two constants of elasticity, viz. E<*> and Eco/c2. These were represented by the letters If, 1C in the corresponding expressions in Art. 38.
When the rod is such that the constant of elasticity Eu is infinite or very great, a small change in the proportional extension p alters the product Eap very considerably. If, therefore, the tension is finite or not very great, p must be very nearly equal to zero. It follows that in all the geometrical relations of the figure we may regard p as equal to zero. At the same time the product Ewp which occurs in the tension is not to be regarded as zero, but as a quantity analogous to the singular form co . 0. If the tension is finite, the term Ep'2 which occurs in the work is zero.
Since the other constant of elasticity, viz. AWc-/a", is not necessarily large in thin rods, it does not follow that q must be small, because Ko> is large.
Rods in which Eu is very great are said to be inextensible. Such rods may be bent, and the bending couple is proportional to the change of curvature.
/43. Very flexible rod. When the flexibility of the rod is such that it may be made to pass through several small rings not nearly in one straight line the integrations of the differential equation become more intricate. To simplify the problem we suppose that though weights may be attached to any points, the rod itself is without weight.
Let A, B, G &c. be a series of small smooth rings through which the rod is passed. Let the stress couple at A be L{J and let 'I\, l^ be the tension and shear at the same point. Let L2, Ta, I7a be the corresponding stresses at Z> and so on.
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The stress Llt TIt U^ acting at A may be reduced to a single resultant F1 acting along some straight line A'B', whose position is found in Vol. i. Art. 118. If P' be any point between the rings A and JB, the stress at P' must be equivalent to the same force, for otherwise the portion AP' of the light rod would not be in

